# Self or Peer Feedback Checklist

What I like about this writing piece:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

YES | NO
---|---
Is there a good introduction? |  
When you read the piece out loud, does it sound good to you? | Underline any parts that are confusing.
Are the ideas in the writing clear? |  
Is the piece organized? | Provide a specific, positive comment about how the piece was organized. Put the letter O in places that are disorganized and make suggestions.
Is there enough information? |  
Is there enough interesting and varied vocabulary? | Put a * star in places where rich language was used. Put the letter V with suggested vocabulary in places where the word choice could be improved.
Were transitions used to make connections? | Circle transition words or phrases that were used effectively. Put the letter T in places where a transition would be helpful.
Is there a good conclusion? |  
Other: |  

Additional Comments or Suggestions:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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